Using the document developed for HPER4470, follow the components identified below to refine, not duplicate your autobiography. This assignment should help you develop an experiential autobiography, not a detailed personal narrative, for your student teaching application and interview. The quality of your writing as well as the information you choose to include will reveal much about you, so be thoughtful. Be sure to share enough information that your cooperating teacher gets a sense of who you are as a person, but not “too much information.” See the tentative block plan in the syllabus for the due date. This form must be submitted with your former and revised autobiographies.

Quality and thoughtfulness of writing
   Spelling ____________________________________________
   Grammar __________________________________________
   Organization _______________________________________
   Clarity ____________________________________________

Background personal information
   Hometown __________________________________________
   Hobbies __________________________________________________________________________
   Interests __________________________________________________________________________

Education
   High school _______________________________________________________________________
   Other colleges/universities (if applicable) _______________________________________________
   Major & Minor identified ____________________________________________________________
   Planned graduation (semester and year) ______________________________________________

Relevant experiences
   Class practicum experiences _________________________________________________________
   Summer jobs _______________________________________________________________________
   Internships _______________________________________________________________________

Future plans
   Range of interests, not one age/grade level ____________________________________________

   Overall rating of assignment: _____/100

Explanation of how this autobiography can be improved: __________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________